Validation of echocardiographic left atrial parameters in atrial fibrillation using the index beat of preceding cardiac cycles of equal duration.
The clinical assessment of left atrial function during atrial fibrillation is challenging and often inaccurate because of the beat-to-beat variability in the cycle length. The aim of this study was to validate the use of an index beat, the beat following two preceding cardiac cycles of equal duration, for the measurement of left atrial functional indices, including area, volume, and expansion index. The index beat was compared with the conventional but time-consuming method of averaging multiple consecutive cardiac cycles. Thirty patients with persistent or permanent atrial fibrillation were studied using two-dimensional echocardiography, and left atrial indices were measured from the average of 17 consecutive cardiac cycles compared with that of an index beat taken from outside of these 17 cycles. The index beat showed good correlation with the averaging technique, and comparison of the two methods showed them to be interchangeable. Clinically, the differences in left atrial functional indices between the two methods were minor. Use of the index beat to measure dynamic left atrial function in atrial fibrillation can easily be performed and is as accurate as and less time consuming than the onerous method of averaging of multiple cardiac cycles.